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Creatives
P h o t o g r a p hy by
Harry De Zitter

By
Alyssa Morlacci

RA
A D L E R
N a p l e s -b a se d a sse m b l a ge ar ti st R an Adl e r bre athe s ne w l i fe i nto natural materials.
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With only the amount of space he needs to work and live, Ran Adler maintains a minimalist, uncomplicated approach to life and art, with
nature as the focal point.

Ran Adler rises before the

this as the opportunity, maybe

sun every morning so he can see

the last opportunity, to become

how the natural light hits his

who I really wanted to be, who I

work as it trickles in through

saw myself being,” he says.

the windows. The 67-year-old,

As this version of himself, he

Naples-based assemblage artist,

listens to meditative music in his

known for the way he repurpos-

living room while plucking those

es his findings in nature, doesn’t

local seagrapes from a wicker

consider a piece completed until

basket, stripping them of their

he’s seen the patterned shadows

stems, puncturing them with a

it casts along the wall. “Nature

needle and stringing them onto

has always been my real teach-

a wire to join thousands of oth-

er, and even as a kid, I would go

ers, creating a hanging structure

down to the river and find stuff

that’s larger than Adler himself.

along the banks,” he says.

A long distressed console stores

What most would

consider

books that inspire him to etch

to be debris—like the seagrapes

Japanese poetry into firewood

and mahogany pods he collects

after it’s been burned or sanded

here in Naples—is Adler’s most

out on the lanai, where he takes

sought-after material.

his dirtier projects.

When the artist moved to Na-

It’s hard to tell where Adler

ples 15 years ago, he intended to

ends and his art begins. Dressed

create a new identity for him-

in his daily uniform of white lin-

self—much like how he catches

en shirts and pants, he coexists

materials at a time when they’re

with his craft in a light-filled in-

decomposing and gives them

dustrial house at a 55-and-older

purpose again. “I wanted to take

community in Collier County.

ARTISTIC VISION
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He gathers organic materials, like mahogany pods and seagrapes, which
he then chisels and weaves together as installations.
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When he moved in six years
ago, Adler stripped out the interior and opened up the rooms. He
sprayed the floors and walls with
white paint. Then, he brought in
one work table, a bench, a peg
board that holds a tidy stash of
saws, shovels and rakes, and a
rolling rack with everyday tools,
such as wires, bowls, drift-wood,
wood burners, a drill press, hand
The artist has a show at BIG ARTS on Sanibel, running through March 14,
titled In Praise of Shadows.

drill and a sander.
With only the amount of space
he needs to both reside and work,
Adler has attained what he calls,
“a minimal approach to living;
uncomplicated, simple.”
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